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In an article in the New York Times in September 2016, novelist and academic Viet Nguyen talks about his sense of himself as a writer, and as an American.​[1]​ ‘I am not an immigrant. I am a refugee who, like many others, has never ceased being a refugee in some corner of my mind.’ (Nguyen 2016a)

Nguyen was born in Viet Nam in 1971 and left as a refugee at the age of 4. He was one of the thousands of ‘Boat People’ who fled in small boats after the war ended in April 1975. He and his family arrived in a refugee camp in the US in the summer of 1975.

Only those refugees with sponsors could leave the camp. But no sponsor would take our family of four, so my parents went to one home, my 10​-year-​old brother went to another and I went to a third. My separation from my parents lasted only a few months, but it felt much longer. This forced separation, what my childhood self experienced as abandonment, remains an invisible brand stamped between my shoulder blades. (Nguyen 2016a) 

For Nguyen, refugees have a hidden mark; ‘an invisible brand’. And they do not always fit easily into the American national story. Other kinds of immigrants chose to come to America, often with hopes of a better life; they have usually been accepted (not always), while refugees, he argues, are regarded with suspicion:

[…] refugees are the zombies of the world, the undead who rise from dying states to march or swim toward our borders in endless waves. An estimated 60 million such stateless people exist, 1 in every 122 people alive today [in 2016]. If they formed their own country, it would be the world’s 24th largest — bigger than South Africa, Spain, Iraq or Canada. 

In the story of the American Dream, Nguyen argues, ‘refugees are simply un​-American’. Why? Perhaps because ‘We’re all just one catastrophe away from ending up as a refugee, and we don’t want to be reminded of that.’ (Bethune 2017)

For people like my parents and the Syrians today, their voyages across land and sea are far more perilous than the ones undertaken by astronauts or Christopher Columbus. To those watching news reports, the refugees may be threatening or pitiful, but in reality, they are nothing less than heroic. (Nguyen 2016a)

That heroism, quietly understated, is a key theme in Nguyen’s story collection The Refugees (2017), and in the work of many other Vietnamese refugee writers of his generation, including Angie Chau, Beth Nguyen, Andrew Pham, Aimee Phan, and Dao Strom.​[2]​ These writers explore the problems of living afterwards: after war and exile, after trauma. This generation was born in the late 1960s and early 1970s during the war which the Americans call ‘Vietnam’. But Viet Nam is a country, not a war. It was their homeland, which the war took away from them. They were eventually given refuge by the United States, the country which helped to make them refugees in the first place. Should they feel grateful – or the opposite? (Bethune 2017)

There are now about 1.3 million Vietnamese people living in the United States. This population includes both refugees from the years immediately after the war and migrants who arrived later, often through family reunion programmes.​[3]​ 

From the late nineteenth century, Viet Nam suffered many decades of conflict, first in the struggle against the French colonisers, then against the Americans, who were openly in Viet Nam from 1965 to 1973, though the covert US involvement started much earlier. (Logevall 2001: 19. Christopher 1996: 1–3) The US sent 2.7 million troops to Viet Nam, of whom 58,000 died. Between 3 million and 4 million Vietnamese, Cambodian and Laotian people were killed in the conflict, many of them civilians. (Christopher 1996)​[4]​ In 1982 the Americans built a memorial wall in Washington. It is impressive and moving, with the names of the 58,000 American war dead inscribed in its reflective black surface. It is 15 yards long. The Vietnamese and other Asian casualties are not mentioned. If a similar memorial were built to the Vietnamese war dead, it would be 9 miles long. (Nguyen 2016b: 8, 66) 

The opening story of Viet Nguyen’s The Refugees is ‘Black-Eyed Women’, a story Nguyen rewrote some 50 times over 17 years. (Nguyen 2017a, 2017b, Bethune 2017) In turn, the story invites many rereadings to understand its layers of meaning. The narrator is a woman in her late 30s who came to the US with her parents some 25 years earlier. She is a ghost writer, drafting books for other people. She is writing the life story of a man who is the sole survivor of an air crash, a man pale and haunted by his dead family.

The narrator and her mother live quietly together. The father has recently died, a ‘good death’ says the mother, a normal death, at home with people he loves. Gradually we learn that the narrator had a brother who died on the refugee boat. It was a terrible death. Pirates came on the ship and dragged away some of the young women and girls. Their families could not save them. The narrator’s brother tried to protect her, but was killed by a pirate, who then attacked her. She was 13, deeply traumatised by the event, and unable to talk about it afterwards. She cannot remember; she cannot forget. She wonders why her brother died and she lived. She feels she is a ghost, unable to live a normal life.

Her parents, also traumatised, were kind and loving, but they could not really forgive her for surviving her brother. They grieved for the lost son, and could not face the grief of the daughter. At the time of the rape she could see people screaming and feel her own screams, but she could hear nothing. ‘The world was muzzled, the way it would be ever afterward with my mother and father and myself, none of us uttering another sound on this matter.’ (16) She finds that silence intensely painful. She is haunted by questions about the young women abducted from the ship. What happened to them? No one knows. They are lost.

The mother believes in ghosts and finds them comforting. Under good conditions, the dead pay their respects to the living before departing. The unhappy dead, unable to settle, are driven to keep visiting the living. They are gentle, deserving of kindness and sympathy. The brother returns as a kindly ghost, allowing the narrator to remember the painful past. She asks him why he hasn't left this world. He answers with silence, then a question:

'Why do you think?'




He has come back to bear witness; to allow her to tell her own story, which she has never done, not even to herself. In his presence she can remember the events on the boat, and acknowledge her silence, and the silence of others. (17) Then, in his quiet presence, she can for the first time grieve:

My body clenched as I sobbed without shame and without fear. My brother watched me curiously as I wept for him and for me, for all the years we could have had together but didn't, for all the words never spoken between my mother, my father, and me. Most of all, I cried for those other girls who had vanished and never come back, including myself.

Soon afterwards, he disappears. The mother says he won’t come back. ‘He came and said all he wanted to say.’ (19)

‘Ma,’ I said, ‘I haven’t said all I wanted to say.’
And my mother, who had not looked away from me on the deck of the boat, looked away now. (19) 

The mother, who dwells in ghost stories and uses them to understand so much of life, cannot bear to hear some stories, nor face some ghosts. She cannot acknowledge her daughter’s pain and trauma. But those ghosts are with them:

They were there in the kitchen with us, the ghosts of the refugees and the ghosts of the pirates, the ghost of the boat watching us with those eyes that never closed, even the ghost of the girl I once was, the only ghosts my mother feared.  (20)

It takes courage to face those ghosts and the histories they represent. In Nothing Ever Dies, Viet Nguyen writes:

Even as a child, I always knew, however dimly, that the stories of my parents were not just immigrant stories but war stories. 

He felt those stories should be known, yet was hesitant to repeat them. Who do the stories belong to; who is affected by that history, told or untold?

‘Terrible, terrible things,’ my mother said, having told me some things, refusing to tell me others. […] I always wondered what was passed over in silence. I want to know and I also do not want to know, but the absent presence of the secret is enough, the secret is theirs, not mine.

Ghosts are both inhuman and human and their appearance tells us that we are, too. To understand our fate and theirs, we must do more than tell ghost stories. We must also tell the war stories that made ghosts and made us ghosts, the war stories that brought us here.  (Nguyen 2016b: 222) 

War makes ghosts of the living and the dead. Who can tell the war stories that ‘made us ghosts’ – ‘the war stories that brought us here’?

Thuy Le, The Gangster We Are All Looking For (2003)

Thuy Le, who publishes under the name le thi diem thuy,​[5]​ was born in Viet Nam in 1972. She and her father left as refugees in 1978. After a period in a transit camp in Singapore, they were sponsored by a church group to migrate to the United States. Her mother and sister joined them later. (Le 2011, Mehegan 2003)​[6]​ Le’s novel, The Gangster We are All Looking For, was published in 2003. It is a novel, not a memoir, but it draws in part upon the experience of Le’s family during and after the war. 

The Gangster We Are All Looking For explores questions of trauma, exile and displacement through the experiences of a small family unit: a father, mother and daughter. The book is also a portrait of a marriage, a topic which, Le shows us, takes on new significance in the context of becoming a refugee. The family lives with its histories and with the effects of trauma, but the daughter does not know what happened. In this fiction, Thuy Le seeks to recover, or imagine, the unknown histories of her parents’ generation: ‘I wanted to create a book that [… introduced] the enormity of my parents’ loss, my parents’ generation’s loss, not my own’. She tried to learn more about her parents’ past; and where she could not learn the facts, she imagined who they were as young people: how they met, and courted, and became her parents. (Le 2011)

‘Most immigrants and refugees don't leave their native countries by choice,’ said Le in an interview with David Shulman. 

I am an American citizen, I make my living as a writer, I work in English – which is a language I was forced to pick up very quickly in order to translate for my father. I think that he feels that I've made it here. But for me, the heartbreak is that he couldn't, somehow. For most immigrant children, the parents’ generation sacrifices for the children's generation ​– but the extent of that sacrifice sometimes seems devastating to me. (Le 2009)

To devastate is to lay waste, to ravage, to make desolate or wretched (OED). For Le, the refugee parents make great sacrifices to leave the homeland, to find a better life, which, paradoxically, can be damaging to the child’s physical or mental well-being. The new life might come with a burden of guilt. At worst, the child might be devastated, even as she is saved. Both Gangster and ‘Black-Eyed Women’ bear witness to that devastation. 

For the refugee, the new homeland is a place of safety, but it is also the place of loss, where people can lose their identity and might not find a new one. The children might adapt, might become Americans, foreign to the parents. ‘“Gangster” is an American story,’ says Le. But what does that mean: what is an ‘American story’? This question is implied in many Vietnamese-American writings. Gangster struck a chord with many readers, and was the book chosen for the community reading programme, ‘One Book, One San Diego’, in 2011. Many Vietnamese-Americans have testified to its power (in the journal DiaCRITICS, for example), and it speaks to many other people’s experiences, fears, and hopes.

Like Viet Nguyen, Thuy Le sees her parents’ generation as heroic, their courage played out through the dangerous decision to leave Viet Nam, the terrifying journey on the open sea, and then in countless small acts of everyday courage and kindness in the new life. But this isn’t always enough to support the next generation. In some families, trauma is unwittingly passed on through the parents’ silence or anger; by domestic violence, alcoholism. The children might be deeply affected by a history of which they know almost nothing. 

In his book, Missing Out: In Praise of the Unlived Life, psychoanalyst Adam Phillips argues that we live our lives alongside the lives we don’t lead, but which are present all the same, in fantasy. For Phillips, much of our mental life is about ‘the lives we are missing out on, the lives we could be leading but for some reason are not.’ We ‘learn to live somewhere between the lives we have and the lives we would like.’ We are constantly doubled, as we ‘share our lives with the people we have failed to be.’ ‘Our lives become an elegy to needs unmet and desires sacrificed, to possibilities refused, to roads not taken.’ For people forced to flee their homes, the sense of loss, of the life unlived, can be profound. ‘The story of our lives becomes the story of the lives we were prevented from living.’ (Phillips 2012: xi-xiv)

Thuy Le and Viet Nguyen grapple with precisely these questions. Their narratives try to describe the enormity of what refugees have lost, both in the past and in the future. Watching Korean soap operas in America in ‘Black-Eyed Women’, the narrator’s mother comments: ‘If we hadn’t had a war […] we’d be like the Koreans now. Saigon would be Seoul, your father alive, you married with children’. (11-12) The war and its displacements shape every aspect of life, public and private. The fiction explores how refugees live with what happened, alongside how they live with what did not happen; how displaced people live with their unlived lives. The narrator of Viet Nguyen’s ‘Black-Eyed Women’ is haunted by her unlived life: the years she should have spent with her brother, the years of conversations which could not take place with her parents. Trauma leaves her unable to trust a partner or become a mother. The ghost of her brother listens, bears witness; in his presence, she can turn some of her memories into narrative. 

The Gangster We are All Looking For explores the experiences of trauma, displacement and loss, through its focus on a marriage. ‘“Gangster” is, in part, a love story,’ said Le in an interview in 2010. ‘It follows a marriage that takes place during wartime to show who these people become as refugees in another land.’ (Le 2010) Somehow, the marriage survives. The individuals survive – just – but the family unit is damaged beyond repair. All this is told from the point of view of the daughter of the family, in a lyrical narrative voice which moves between her childhood and adult self. Her mother is a respectable Catholic from the south of Viet Nam; her father a Buddhist from the north who claims a high birth, but is also, allegedly, a gangster, not respectable. They choose one another against family opposition, in reckless hope in a time of war. For the refugee child, her parents are her history, though they are largely silent on this point; but they are not her future. Her future is American; Le’s narrator accepts this even as she regrets the things she has lost and the things she does not know. (See also Strom 2018.)

Gangster explores the complex ways a refugee child might try to grow into her adult self, constantly observing her parents in order to be herself, but held back by her fascination with them. She can’t lead her own life until she understands theirs; and she can’t live her own life because she is too immersed in studying theirs. The paradox drives the narrator into despair. How can one find knowledge without being destroyed by the search? If it were possible to share more of the history, things would perhaps be less painful. But the traumatised parents are unable to tell their stories.

‘My first memory of my father’s face’, says the narrator, ‘is framed by the coiling barbed wire of a military camp in South Vietnam.’ Waiting to visit him in wartime, the mother calls the father’s name: ‘My mother’s voice crosses through the wire. She is whispering his name and with this utterance, caressing him. Over and over, she calls him to her […].’ The mother and child go inside the camp. ‘To his disbelieving eyes she says, “It’s me, it’s me.” Shy and formal and breathless, my parents are always meeting for the first time’. She trails behind them, feeling that she is ‘the tip of their dragon’s tail’; ‘like a silken banner on the body of a kite.’ (82) The parents have a profound if turbulent love which sustains them through difficult times.

The family goes through the traumas which affected many Vietnamese people in the 1960s and 1970s. The father, Ba, is conscripted into the Saigon army then afterwards sent to a re-education camp as punishment for his war service. The young son (the narrator’s older brother) is drowned in an accident. The family escapes, but they are separated. Ba and the girl make it out to sea. Ma is left behind. In the middle of the book, the narrator remembers how she and her father escaped illegally from Viet Nam on a crowded fishing boat. At the time, she was 6.

The night I left Vietnam, it was my father who carried me down to the beach and placed me on the fishing boat. During hours that must have been ones of fear, anxiety, and desperation, my only memory is of how calmly I sat waiting for him.

The father had gone back to get the mother, but could not find her.

In a panic, he returned to the boat hoping she would have found her own way there, only to realize, as it pulled away from the shore, that my mother’s voice must have been among the many voices, each calling for help as he passed by in the water.

Years later, even after our family was reunited, my father would remember those voices as a seawall between Vietnam and America or as a kind of floating net, each voice linked to the next by a knot of grief.         (105)

It takes a further two years for the mother to get out of Viet Nam and join them in the US. 

The experiences of many Boat People were terrible: fear, deprivation, sorrow, humiliation, endless loss. (Pham 1999, Nam Le 2008) Eventually the family in Le’s novel is safe, but they have been through so much. Almost nothing of their experience is talked about. The father gets drunk with his friends and they sometimes exchange war stories. The children pick up a few scraps of knowledge, but it isn’t enough. 

Le also writes of the extraordinary gentleness with which Ba cares for the young girl in America. He has been a soldier in a long and fruitless war, he has lost his beloved wife and his homeland, and now he is a single parent in America, kind and patient and understanding.

Ba and the girl arrived in the US in 1978 with four men she calls uncles. ‘Ba and I were connected to the four uncles, not by blood but by water’, she notes on the opening page. ‘The six of us had stepped into the South China Sea together. Along with other people from our town, we floated across the sea, first in the hold of a fishing boat, and then in the hold of a U.S. Navy ship.’ After a period in a transit camp in Singapore, they were permitted to migrate into the United States. An old couple in San Diego sponsored them.

Mr. Russell was a retired Navy man. He had once been stationed in the Pacific and remembered the people there as being small and kind. When Mr. Russell heard about the Vietnamese boat people, he spent many sleepless nights staring at the ceiling and thinking about the nameless, faceless bodies lying in small boats, floating on the open water. […]

One night, Mr. Russell fell asleep and dreamed that the boats were seabirds sitting on the waves. He saw a hand scoop the birds up from the water. It was not his hand and it was not the hand of God. (4–5) 

The girl and her father and the uncles live together as a new kind of family. They know they are lucky, but late at night Ba sits outside on the grass and cries. Later, the uncles move on, the mother arrives, and they are a more conventional kind of family once more. But they are exhausted and traumatised by their experiences. They build a new life, but it is distorted by all that has gone before; it isn’t quite right. And life in the US is strange. It offers so much, and yet so little. The new citizens’ lives are filled by work, money-making, providing a secure future for the children. And yet they are also empty. What is it all for? 

When they are first living in the US, their host Mrs Russell takes Ba and the girl in her car into the mountains, to walk in the snow. They don’t particularly like these outings, but try to show polite appreciation. One day, Mrs Russell puts her hand against the trunk of a tree,

and with her finger traced some letters that had been carved there. She was crying and laughing at the same time.

I closed my eyes. When I opened them, Ba was squatting in the snow with his eyes closed and his hands to his ears the way I used to squat in the shadow of the fishing boats at home when we played hide-and-go-seek, my eyes shut tight so no one could see me. (14)

Mrs Russell is, we assume, showing them the initials she and her late husband once carved. Ba feels terribly upset because Ma is left behind in Viet Nam; he can’t bear to think of the Russells’ young love. He is trying to shut out the information. The daughter doesn’t seem to realise he is distressed, or perhaps she just can’t bear the knowledge of his pain. She jumps on his back, pressing him to play. He immediately joins in. He stands up, pretends to be a tree, then a horse. Ba is wonderfully responsive to the child’s imaginary worlds and enters them graciously.

The horse ran and ran. And as it ran, it asked itself, ‘I wonder where my little girl has disappeared to.’ 

I put my hands in front of my Ba’s eyes and wiggled my fingers like ten squirming fish out of water. I said, ‘Ba! Ba! Here I am! I’m right here!’  (15)

The play eases their pain a little, bringing them together, taking them into a safe fantasy world, where the lost is found, and where wiggling fingers are like fish out of water which paradoxically suggest happiness or security. 

In an interview in 2009, Le commented that America is made up of people like her father; people whose complex histories are never heard by those around them. (Le 2009) Her book pieces together some of the missing histories and explores their effects on the next generation. But what is it reasonable to tell of your parents’ histories, whether real or imaginary? This is an important question for diaspora writers, as Eric Nguyen points out:

It’s a question that comes up regularly in any discussion of the present and future states of Vietnamese American literature: how do we address memories that are not ours? And what do these memories mean to our persons, our sense of self, and our identities as both Vietnamese and American? (Eric Nguyen 2016)

How can one respect the family’s right to privacy while exploring the shared history? It’s important to know, because the adults’ experiences affect the children. As Prophecy Coles points out: ‘the historical past of previous generations may shape psychic structures, for good or for ill.’ If the previous generations have suffered, Coles argues, their pain ‘can return and haunt us. It is the anguished return of traumatic experience that repeats itself across generations’. (Coles 2011: xiv) Work with descendents of concentration camp survivors showed that some children ‘were carrying many of the complex feelings that the parents could not metabolize’. (Coles 2011: 75) Coles speculates that ‘what escapes into the mind of the child is the parents’ state of mind, and it is in this way that the adult survivor, unwittingly and unconsciously, traumatizes his child in infancy.’ (Coles 2011: 76-7) Sometimes traumatised parents unconsciously expect the infant to mother them; to compensate for the lost parents. Some cannot show much love; cannot ‘contain’ or meet the child’s emotional needs. And yet much love and caring goes on, as Thuy Le shows us, even in the most difficult conditions. Within the refugee family, disappointment, loneliness, and hatred are mixed with love, kindness, and compassion. 

At the centre of the book is the chapter entitled ‘The Gangster We are All Looking For’.​[7]​ It opens with a photograph of the narrator’s grandparents, her mother’s respectable Southern parents:

Vietnam is a black-and-white photograph of my grandparents sitting in bamboo chairs in their front courtyard. They are sitting tall and proud, surrounded by chickens and a rooster. Between their feet and the dirt of the courtyard are thin sandals. My grandfather's broad forehead is shining. So too are my grandmother’s famous sad eyes. [...] This looks like a wedding portrait though it is actually a photograph my grandparents had taken late in life, for their children, especially for my mother. (78)

Ma has long been estranged from her parents. The photograph is sent to her in America and stirs up repressed emotions. (Gsoels-Lorensen 2006) The chapter interweaves the story of the photo arriving with the story of Ma and Ba meeting and courting, years earlier, during the war. They first meet in a cinema, in the dark. Ma memorises Ba’s profile, then his face. The image of his face will be a companion to her later, in difficult times, when he is absent. They go for walks in the forest and talk; they find one another. Her family disapproves.

When my mother, a Catholic schoolgirl from the South, decided to marry my father, a Buddhist gangster from the North, her parents disowned her. This is in the photograph, though it is not visible to the eye. If it were, it would be a deep impression across the soft dirt of my grandparents’ courtyard. Her father chased her out of the house, beating her with the same broom she had used every day of her life, from the time she could stand up and sweep until that very morning that she was chased away. (79)

Against family opposition, despite the war, they make a bid for love and happiness. They get married, have a son, then a daughter, the narrator, soon afterwards. Ma goes outside at 3.00 am to give birth to the girl. Ba is away at the war; Ma is afraid. She thinks she and the baby will die. She thinks of a girl in a nearby town who was killed by napalm when she went outside to cool her feet in the ocean. Ma cries for the dead girl as she gives birth to her own daughter. A baby born in wartime is both a curse and a miracle, says Ma. Their lives are splintered, not only by warfare.

Years later, in America, the parents work hard to survive; they move from one house to another. After some modest success with Ba’s gardening business, things start to go badly wrong. Ba is drinking; they are losing money. Ma is not happy.

Ma shaved her head in Linda Vista because she got mad at Ba for gambling away her money and getting drunk every week during Monday Night Football. Ba gave her a blue baseball cap to wear until her hair grew back and she wore it backward, like a real badass.  (91) 

The neighbours think they are mad. (82) But they have been coping fairly well until now. They have made friends among the neighbours in the complex, and have some sense of community. Then things fall apart. As the marriage crumbles, the photo of Ma’s parents arrives by post from Vie Nam.

When the photograph came, Ma and Ba got into a fight. Ba threw the fish tank out the front door and Ma broke all the dishes. They said they never should’ve got together.

Ma’s sister sent her the photograph from Vietnam. It came in a stiff envelope. There was nothing else inside, as if anything more would be pointless. Ma held the photograph in her hands. She started to cry. ‘Child’, she sobbed, over and over again. She wasn’t talking about me. She was talking about herself. 

Ba said, ‘Don’t cry. Your parents have forgiven you.’

Ma kept crying anyway and told him not to touch her with his gangster hands. Ba clenched his hands into tight fists and punched the walls. (92) 

The girl frequently witnesses their fights. She takes the violence and pain into her own body; she breathes it in; she feels it in her throat. Sometimes she and the mother suffer blows from the angry, traumatised father. The tropical fish are dying in the dirt; the girl is ‘gulping air’. (92-3)

Ma lifts the girl to put the photo of the grandparents into the dusty attic. She slides the envelope with the photo into the attic, out of reach. ‘Ma said that was all right; they had come to live with us, and sometimes you don't need to see or touch people to know they're there.’ (94) Ma takes in the lost parents and makes some kind of peace with them. But the other relationships are in turmoil.

Ba came home drunk that night and asked to borrow my blanket. I heard him climbing the tree in the backyard. It took him a long time. […]

When Ba had finally made it onto the roof, he lay down over my room and I could hear him rolling across my ceiling. Rolling and crying. I was scared he would roll off the edge and kill himself, so I went to wake Ma.

She was already awake. She said it would be a good thing if he rolled off. But later I heard someone climb the tree, and all night two bodies rolled across my ceiling. Slowly and firmly they pressed against my sleep, the Catholic schoolgirl and the Buddhist gangster, two dogs chasing each other’s tails. They have been running like this for so long, they have become one dog, one tail.  (94-5)

The parents are powerfully bonded even as they have violent arguments. The girl avoids their fights by sitting in a bath full of water, sinking under the water so she can't hear them screaming. (66-7) But she ingests it all.

Soon afterwards they receive an eviction notice from their home in Linda Vista. The buildings are to be demolished and replaced with more expensive housing. They can't make sense of the notice so they ignore it. The house is repossessed and they are locked out of the complex. They break in late at night to steal their own possessions. The photo of the grandparents is accidently left behind. Ma is desperate with grief. The next day the wreckers come in. ‘In the morning, the world is flat. [...] A wrecking ball dances madly through our house. Everything has burst wide open and sunk down low. Then I hear her calling them.’ (98-9) Ma whispers for the lost photo, her lost parents, the lives and community that she can never recover. The grandparents sit ‘like royalty’ in their photo while the family’s American life is destroyed before their eyes. ‘Paper fragments floating across the surface of the sea.’ (99)

In these years, the father becomes violent and unpredictable. He imagines himself back in the war. Drunk one night, he walks

with one foot on the sidewalk and the other foot on the road. It makes him feel like a crippled soldier marching far behind the troops. Every third step, he shouts out his own name and the order ‘Stand up straight! Stand up straight, now!’ (116)

He becomes prone to rages. He smashes televisions, VCRs, chases friends and family down the street, brandishing hammers and knives in broad daylight. Then from night until early morning he sits on the couch in the living room, his body absolutely still, his hands folded on his lap, penitent. He sits in that position for hours […]. (116)

As a child, the daughter is sensitive to his feelings. Listening to his sad voice, ‘I can see boats floating around in his head. Boats full of people trying to get somewhere.’ She sympathises with his nightmares, wishing him gentler dreams. (10, 25) In adolescence, this sympathy turns into identification. She takes on his self-destructive behaviour. She imagines herself shamed; drinking ‘to lies about the past’; violent and dangerous. (116) She fantasises she will become ‘the gangster we are all looking for’ ​– by turning into her father, she unconsciously hopes to save him from himself. To save all of them. But it is an impossible task. 

She is full of pain and destruction, but it is her father’s pain, his destruction; his failure to contain and face his own past. She starts running away. (117) She falls asleep on other people’s roofs or lawns, rather than in her own bed. She is copying her father; going further than he does, trying to get away from his pain; to save him from his pain. Eventually, she runs away permanently, to the other side of America, and becomes a writer. Her father visits her only in dreams, where she can see, in the dream, that ‘we have become each other’. (120) Before she leaves, however, she ends up in a shelter for battered women. Her father comes to collect her. 

As we sat in conference with two counselors, he was asked if there was anything he wanted to say. He shook his head. When pressed, he looked down at his hands. He apologized for what his hands had done. The counselors understood this to mean he was taking responsibility for his drunken rages. They nodded in approval. But then he drew his palms together and apologized for all that his hands had not been able to do. He spread his hands wide open, and said, in Vietnamese, to any one who could understand, there were things he had lost a grasp of. (118) 

Who can understand his Vietnamese? Only the daughter, but she is too implicated in, and hurt by, those hands which have lost their grasp. Yet she shows understanding and compassion. ‘The room seemed to shrink,’ she writes, ‘in the face of his sorrow.’ (118) The book is all about that sorrow; bitter, inexpressible, destructive. Le confronts the sorrow and tries to tame it, to free the next generation from their parents’ unexpressed pain.

The narrator has her own pain, her unspoken sorrows, and she tries to carry these along with her father’s sadness. The book explores the problem of unrecognised trauma, of trauma across generations, and of how to get out of this destructive pattern. At the time, she doesn’t know why she is running, why she is driven by feelings not her own. She understands these actions afterwards, in the course of telling her story. The book is a way of bringing the unconscious feelings to light, to set her free. In doing so, perhaps her father can find some peace, too. (122) And the book is generous in recognising the goodness in the parents’ relationship. They fight, they break the crockery, they roll on the roof – but they hold one another and they do not fall off.

The final chapter of the book is called nu’o’c – a word which means water, but also country, nation, homeland. Water has a rich complex of associations in Viet Nam, with its long coastline, the Mekong River, rice paddies, rainforests, and monsoon rain. For centuries, much of the population made their living by growing rice and fishing. In the Mekong Delta, many people still live right on or over the river in small wooden houses. Land and water might both be homeland. Then water took on a new complex of meanings for the Boat People after the war. 

This last chapter returns to Viet Nam, to the narrator’s early childhood and the death of her older brother, drowned in the sea by their home village. This is another meaning of water which the parents refuse to discuss. But it haunts the girl throughout her childhood. (154) In America, they forbid her to go swimming, without explaining why. The chapter moves between different periods of time: in the past, the drowning of the brother, the funeral; the father in prison camp. 

Meanwhile in the present, the father has stopped drinking; the violence is ended. He seems calm, sad, remote. The mother works long hours as a cook in a restaurant. The mother and father get on peacefully. They treat one another with kindness, living out their old age in the new country. Their children seem lost to them; the son long dead, the daughter out of contact, far away. The father absent-mindedly rescues a dog abandoned on a hill by the road. He treats it kindly without really noticing it. The parents are at peace, but it is a peace achieved without much connection. They have re-found one another but not their daughter; they are not connected to a community or the wider world. The father watches the television news without the sound, saddened by images of wildfires, of people’s suffering, unable to take them in fully. He drinks a glass of water, the image of water now reduced, domesticated, representing something calm and safe but also rather diminished, even desolate. 

This chapter is immensely sad. But it is also quietly hopeful, as if the book were making peace with certain things. The narrator imagines her parents’ life together. She imagines some of their private thoughts. She does this with kindness and understanding. The book ends with a memory from their early days in the United States, shortly after the mother had joined them. In those days, the father sometimes couldn’t sleep. 

One night, during our first spring together in California, my father woke my mother and me […]. He wanted to show us something. […]

Ba drove us to the beach. We got out of the car and he led us toward the sea. At first, there seemed to be nothing but that long familiar expanse of darkness. We’d seen it before; it was the open sea, late at night, with no one around.

As we walked toward the water, I noticed that in the silence following each wave’s crash[,] scattered sparks of light appeared across the sand.

The beach was covered with small silver fish whose bodies gave off a strange light. The fish made their way toward us, turning their backs and baring their bellies to the full moon. They writhed in the wet sand and it seemed that the more they writhed, the brighter they became. Up close, their little mouths moved busily, as if they could not get enough of the cool salt night air.

Out from the darkness of the sea, wave after wave of small, luminous bodies washed to shore.

My father turned to my mother and me and, smiling broadly, pointed at the fish, as if we knew them.

My father remembers stroking my mother’s face.

My mother remembers wearing my father’s coat.

I remember taking off my sandals and digging my heels into the wet sand.

As my parents stood on the beach leaning into each other, I ran, like a dog unleashed, toward the lights. (157-8)

This is the closing scene of the novel. It is an insignificant moment, full of significance. It takes place not long after the family has been reunited. The young girl had been anxious and lonely, waiting for her mother. Her father cared for her with great kindness, and that is an important memory, too. Then the years of drinking, violence, misery. Finally, at the end of those bad years, the narrator has this memory. It occurs at a distance, from her new home on the other side of America, far from her parents. But it represents a powerful gesture of reconciliation.

In this scene, the three of them are brought together. The Pacific Ocean connects them as a family, and connects America with Viet Nam. The fish are an ambiguous image – what are they doing on the sea shore? We might assume the fish are dying on the sand, their little open mouths surely signs of panic. Yet the characters seem happy. And these fish are not dying; rather the opposite.

Uniquely in southern California, in certain phases of the moon, small fish called grunion come to the shores at night to mate. The females burrow into the sand, laying their eggs. The males wrap around the females to fertilise the eggs. Then the fish catch the waves back into the sea. The eggs incubate for about 10 days; the baby fish hatch with the next high tide, and are carried back into the sea. The beaches are regularly covered in little dancing silver fishes.​[8]​ 

Ba brings his wife and daughter to witness a strange but joyful moment of life and renewal. At this moment, as remembered, the narrator sees her parents sympathetically, accepts them, recognises them as a couple, separate from herself. This sets her free. But this freedom wasn’t achieved at the time. It happens years later, as she remembers it. The understanding of the event occurs not with the event itself, but in the remembering. In psychoanalytic terms, this experience is called Nachträglichkeit – ‘afterwardsness’. An event is not understood until later, perhaps in the light of later knowledge. Freud and other psychoanalytic writers refer to Nachträglichkeit in relation to trauma: the traumatic event is understood – perhaps, even, really perceived – not at the time, but afterwards. (Pontalis 2006, Caruth 2001, Thomä and Cheshire 1991, Marion and Negri 2011, Eickhoff 2006, Tan 2016) 

Thuy Le suggests that Nachträglichkeit might also take place with memories of more ordinary events; things which are not traumatic, but might even help one to cope with trauma, with pain, with the unremembered past. In this scene, the understanding allows the narrator to accept the separateness of her parents. She is not her father; she is not her mother; they exist separately from her, and she can run freely. As a child at that moment, she did run, but she was not free; or she did not realise her freedom. She realises it now, through the memory of the water that links the United States with Viet Nam, in the presence of her parents, and the luminous dancing fishes.
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^1	  Nguyen is currently a Professor at the University of Southern California. His novel The Sympathizer (2015) won the Pulitzer Prize. 
^2	  Angie Chau, Quiet as they Come (2010); Bich Minh (Beth) Nguyen, Stealing Buddha’s Dinner (2007), Short Girls (2009) and Pioneer Girl (2014); Andrew Pham, Catfish and Mandala (1999) and The Eaves of Heaven (2008).
^3	  The Vietnamese community in the US grew from 231,000 in 1980 to 1.3 million by 2014, comprising 3% of the immigrant population. ‘Vietnamese Immigrants in the United States’, 8 June 2016, Migration Policy Institute website, citing data from U.S. Census Bureau and American Community Surveys (ACS). http://www.migrationpolicy.org, accessed 7 December 2016. Under the Trump administration, some Vietnamese immigrants have been deported, including people who have lived in the US for decades. In 2017, it was reported that approximately 8,000 Vietnamese Americans were threatened with deportation. The Guardian, 3 March 2017; The Guardian, 13 April 2018.
^4	  Philip Beidler estimates that of the 4 million dead, ‘at least one million were South Vietnamese civilians – wounded and killed at the rate of one hundred thousand a year’. (Beidler 2004: 165). Viet Nguyen (2016b) estimates around 3 million Vietnamese killed and a further 1 million dead in Cambodia and Laos. 
^5	  Le’s name on the novel is printed without capital letters; this was a deliberate choice to disturb the conventions of both English and Vietnamese. Le is a performance artist as well as a writer.
^6	  Le’s parents had 7 children; the 2 eldest died: the brother drowned aged 6 in Viet Nam; a sister drowned at a transit camp in Malaysia; another sister came with the mother to the US. Two children were born in the US. 5 children of the family survived. In the novel, the narrator has no siblings apart from the brother who drowned in childhood.
^7	  This story was published in Massachusetts Review and in Harper’s Magazine, 1996.
^8	  Grunion information comes from: California Department of Fish and Wildlife,https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/fishing/ocean/grunion; and Cabrillo Marine Acquarium,http://www.cabrillomarineaquarium.org/.
